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1. Introduction. The main results in this paper concern the ideal

theory and representations of a ring 5 containing a ring R in its center

such that S is a finitely generated i?-module. If R is a local ring, then

the structure of S has been investigated by Azumaya [l],1 who

proved an extension of the Wedderburn-Malcev theorem for finite-

dimensional algebras. We' impose the condition that R be a Hubert

ring in the sense of Goldman [ó], that is, in every homomorphic

image of R, the nil radical and the Jacobson radical coincide. Then it

is proved that in every homomorphic image of S, the lower radical

and the Jacobson radical coincide. This result is a corollary of Theo-

rem 4.3, which states that every prime ideal in 5 is an intersection of

primitive ideals. If R contains a field K, then every homomorphic

image of R contains a subfield isomorphic to K, which we shall iden-

tify with K. If every field which is a homomorphic image of R is a

finite algebraic extension of K, then every irreducible representation

of S maps S onto a finite-dimensional simple algebra over K, and the

degrees of the absolutely irreducible representations of S are bounded.

Most of the theorems in the paper are based upon the simple fact

that if 5 satisfies the ascending chain condition for i?-submodules,

then every primitive ideal in 5 contracts to a maximal ideal in R.

Indeed, this theorem is valid under slightly weaker restrictions on S,

but we shall postpone their discussion until §3.

In §5, we apply our results to the universal associative algebra A

of an arbitrary Lie algebra L over a field K oí prime characteristic.

We base our discussion upon a recent paper of N. Jacobson [lO],

in which it is proved that there exist elements yx, • • • , yn contained

in the center C of A, such that A is a finitely generated module over

R = K [yx, • • • , y„]. Then R is a Hilbert ring, and Theorems 4.2 and

4.3 are applicable to A. Since A is semi-simple, A has sufficiently

many finite-dimensional irreducible representations, and from this

fact we obtain the theorem that L has a faithful finite-dimensional

completely reducible representation. We establish the result that C,

the center of A, is a finitely generated ring extension of K, and deter -

mine the degree of transcendence of the quotient field of C over K.

Zassenhaus has announced [15] a precise determination of the bound
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on the degrees of the absolutely irreducible representations of A. We

give in §6 an example due to N. Jacobson of a universal associative

algebra of a two-dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic

zero which is primitive, and therefore has an infinite-dimensional ir-

reducible representation.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. Throughout the paper 5

denotes a noncommutative ring with an identity element, and R a

subring of the center of S containing the identity element; we shall

then call S an extension of R. We shall assume frequently that 5 is

a finite extension of R in the sense that 5 is a finitely generated R-

module, or that 5 is an integral extension, which means that 5 satis-

fies the ascending chain condition (A.C.C.) for i?-submodules. Every

integral extension is a finite extension, and if R is a Noetherian ring,

any finite extension of R is an integral extension. If z is an element of

an integral extension of R, then the powers of z generate a finite R-

submodule, and there exists a relation

(1) s" + «n-xz"-1 -\-+ ao = 0, a, £ R.

An extension in which every element satisfies an equation of the form

(1) is not necessarily an integral extension (since there exist infinite-

dimensional algebraic algebras, for instance), and we shall establish

some of our results for extensions of this type, although the particular

extensions to which we apply our results are integral extensions.

A representation of 5 is a homomorphism of 5 onto a subring S'

of the ring of endomorphisms of a commutative group ; the representa-

tion is irreducible if the group has no proper S'-submodules. If R is

an extension of a field K, then any representation of 5 maps K

isomorphically onto a subfield K' of S', and S' is an algebra over K'.

We say that the representation is finite or algebraic over K if S' is a

finite-dimensional or algebraic algebra, respectively, over K'. If the

representation is irreducible, and if the identity element of K' is the

identity operator on this group, then the representation is finite over

K if and only if the representation space is finite-dimensional over K'.

If S is an extension of a field K, then every homomorphic image of S

contains a subfield isomorphic to K, and we shall identify K with the

subfields obtained in this way; thus if U is an ideal in S, S/W is an

algebra over K.

By S[X] or S[X\, • • • , Xn] we mean the ring of polynomials in

one or n variables respectively, where we assume that the variables

are algebraically independent, and are commutative with each other

and with the elements of S. If 5 is a subring of a ring T, and if

«i, • • • , u„ are mutually commutative elements of T, which also
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commute with the elements of S, then S[ux, • ■ ■ , w„] means the sub-

ring of T generated by 5 and the elements ut; S[ux, • • • , w„] is a

homomorphic image of S[Xi, • • • , Xn].

According to Goldman [6], a commutative ring R with an identity

element is a Hubert ring if every prime ideal in R is an intersection of

maximal ideals, that is, in every homomorphic image of R, the

Jacobson radical and the nil radical coincide. We list for future refer-

ence the following facts about Hubert rings, proofs of which have

been given by Goldman [6] and Krull [ll].

2.1. If 7? is a Hubert ring, then every homomorphic image of R is a

Hubert ring.
2.2. R is a Hubert ring if and only if R[X] is a Hubert ring.

2.3. Let R be a Hubert ring. If SD? is a maximal ideal in R [X], then

Rf~\'¡Bl is a maximal ideal in R, and R [X]/W is an algebraic extension

of the field R/RfWR.
2.4. If K is a field, and if m is a maximal ideal in K [Xx, • • • , Xn],

then K[XX, • • • , Xn]/m is algebraic over K.

In order to explain what significance these theorems have in the

present context, we consider first the connection between irreducible

representations and primitive ideals. An ideal U in an arbitrary ring

S is primitive if the ring 5/11 is a primitive ring [9, Definition 3];

thus U is primitive if and only if U is the kernel of an irreducible rep-

resentation of S [9, Theorem 21]. If S is a commutative, with an

identity element, then U is primitive if and only if it is maximal. It

is known [9, Theorem 20 ] that the Jacobson radical is the intersec-

tion of the primitive ideals in the ring, and it follows that the inter-

section of the primitive ideals containing an ideal SB is the ideal which

maps onto the Jacobson radical of 5/33.

Levitzki has proved [13] that the intersection of the prime ideals

in a ring (^fj is prime if, whenever 31 and S3 are ideals, 2133 C?ß implies

'S.QV or 33Ç<(3) is the lower radical in the sense of Baer [2]. There-

fore the statement that in 5 every prime ideal is an intersection of

primitive ideals is equivalent to the statement that in every homo-

morphic image of 5 the Jacobson radical coincides with the lower

radical, and the commutative rings with this property are precisely

the Hubert rings.

3. Prime and primitive ideals in finite extensions.

Lemma 3.1. Let S be an extension of R. If every element of S satis-

fies an equation of the form (1), then every primitive ideal in S con-

tracts to a maximal ideal in R.

Proof. Let U be a primitive ideal in 5; we have to prove that
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Uni? is a maximal ideal in R. Since U is primitive, U is prime in

5 [9, p. 316] and this implies that UHi? = u is prime in J?; in fact, if

oJ6u, a, bÇLR, then aSb = abSÇZU, and hence a£Uf\R or bEUr\R.
Now R/u = R* is an integral domain isomorphic to a subring of the

center of the primitive ring S* = S/U, and we shall identify R* with

this subring. S* in turn may be identified with an irreducible ring of

endomorphisms acting in a commutative group G, and G is cyclic

relative to S*, that is, G = uS* for some uÇJJ. Let 3 be the right

ideal in S* of elements a such that ua = 0, and let B be the subring

of 5* consisting of elements b such that £»3CIS. Then D = B/!$ is anti-

isomorphic to the centralizer of S* in the ring of endomorphisms of G,

and is a division ring [8, p. 236]. On the other hand R*Ç^B, and

R*r\$ = 0, so that R* is isomorphic to a subring of D, which we

shall again identify with R*. Let a* be a nonzero element of

R*; then a* has an inverse z* in D. Let it and p be the natural map-

pings of S onto S* and B onto D respectively. Choose z£S such that

zirp=z*; then z satisfies an equation of the form (1), and if we apply

the mapping wp to this equation we obtain

(a*)- + r:_i(a*)-B+1 + • • • + fî - 0, r* € **,

where the r<* are not all zero since a*-1 is not nilpotent. Then we have

(/)-i = - rt_!-fV)'-1 G i?*,

so that R* is a field and UOi? a maximal ideal.

Corollary. Let S be a primitive ring with an identity element such

that every element satisfies an equation of the form (1) with coefficients

in the center. Then the center of S is a field.

We remark that it is not true in general that the center of a primi-

tive ring with an identity element is a field. Indeed, consider the ring

S of row finite matrices (a¿y) with rational coefficients an such that

aa = 5«o f°r sufficiently large * and j, where a is an integer. Then 5 is

isomorphic to a dense ring of linear transformations in a vector space

of countable dimension over the field of rational numbers, and hence

is a primitive ring, but it is easy to see that the center of S is iso-

morphic to the ring of integers, which is not a field.

Lemma 3.2. Let S be an integral extension of R. If p is a prime ideal in

R, then there exists a prime ideal ty in S such that $f\R = p.

Proof. If Z is the set of ideals in S which contract to ideals con-

tained in p, then Z is not vacuous, and by Zorn's Lemma Z contains
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a maximal element ^3. By making heavy use of the fact that R is

contained in the center of 5, the argument given by Cohen and

Seidenberg [4, Theorem 2 ] for the commutative case can be applied

to show that ^3 is prime and that tyr\R = p.

Lemma 3.3. Let S be a finite extension of R, and let p, $ be prime ideals

in R and S respectively such that tyi~}R = p. If p is maximal then ty is

primitive.

Proof. The ring S/ty is a finite module over the field R/p, and con-

sequently satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals. By a well

known argument (cf. [5, p. 73]) the fact that the zero ideal of S/ty is

prime implies that 5/$ is a simple ring, and hence the ideal ty is

primitive, since. 5 contains an identity element.

4. The irreducible representations.

Theorem 4.1. Let S be an integral extension of its center R. If T is a

primitive homomorphic image of S, then the center K of T is a field,

and T is finite over K.

We shall give two proofs of this result, for the second of which we

are indebted to N. Jacobson.

First proof. Since 5 satisfies the A.C.C. for i?-submodules, T

satisfies the A.C.C. for 7i-submodules, and hence, by the corollary

to Lemma 3.1, K is a field. But a vector space over a field K which

satisfies the A.C.C. for TT-submodules is necessarily finite-dimensional

over K, and the theorem is proved.

Second proof. As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.1 it

follows that the center of T is an integral domain, and T is a finite

iv-module, by the hypothesis of the theorem. If we imbed T in the

ring of quotients ab-1, aET, bEK, b^O, which can be done since no

element of K can be a zero divisor in T (for ab = 0, aEK implies

T(ab) =aTb = 0 whence a = 0 or b = 0) we obtain an algebra A, finite-

dimensional over the quotient field L oí K. Such an algebra satisfies

a polynomial identity with coefficients +1, which is also satisfied by

its subring T. By Kaplansky's theorem2 K is a field and T is finite

over K.

Theorem 4.2. Let S be an integral extension of R, and let R be an

extension of a field E such that if m is a maximal ideal in R then3

* Cf. I. Kaplansky, Rings with a polynomial identity, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol.

54, pp. 575-580, particularly Theorem 1 and (c) on p. 580.

' We shall use the notation (R/m:E) for the dimension over the field E of the

algebra R/m.
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iR/vx:E) is finite. Then every irreducible representation of S is finite

over E.

Proof. Let U be a primitive ideal in S. It is sufficient to prove that

iS/VL:E) is finite. By Lemma 3.1, UHi? is a maximal ideal in R, and

(5/U : R/VLf\R) is finite since S/M is a finite module over the field

R/VL(~\R. The argument is completed by the observation that

(2) iS/U'.E) = iS/U:R/UnR)iR/UnR:E)

and iR/\Xr\R:E) is finite by hypothesis.

Corollary 1. Let R satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. If N is the

minimum number of generators of the module S over R, then the degree*

of every absolutely irreducible representation of S does not exceed N112.

Proof. Let <r: S-^S' be an absolutely irreducible representation of

S, with kernel U, and representation space V. By Theorem 4.2, S' is

a finite-dimensional simple subalgebra of the algebra of linear trans-

formations of V over E, and it follows from Burnside's Theorem that

S' is the full algebra of linear transformations in V over E. Therefore

the degree of a does not exceed (S*:E)1/2. By (2) the latter does not

exceed Nll2iR/]\nR:Eyi2, and we prove now that iR/Rr\U:E) = 1.

By hypothesis the algebra Sk obtained by extending the field E to K

is primitive for arbitrary extension fields K. On the other hand it

follows easily from the properties of Kronecker products that every

(i?/U/^i?)K-submodule of (5/U)jr. is finitely generated, and an ap-

plication of Lemma 3.1 shows that (2?/Uni?)jt is a field for arbitrary

K, finite over K since (2?/"Uf\R:£) = iiR/]\r\R)K:K). If now we let

K be the algebraic closure of E, then HR/VLr\R)k'K) = 1, and

iR/\Xr\R:E) = î as required.

Corollary 2. Let R satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. If <ii and <¡2

are irreducible representations of S with representation modules Vi and

V2 respectively, then <Ti and o~2 are equivalent, that is, Vi and V2 are

operator isomorphic if and only if the kernels of <ri and <r2 coincide.

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, if <f\\ S—*Si and a2: S—>52, then Si and S2
are finite-dimensional simple algebras over E, both faithfully repre-

sented on the corresponding representation spaces. Then each F,- is

operator isomorphic to a minimal right ideal in Si, and these in turn

are isomorphic to each other if and only if Si is isomorphic to S2, but

4 Here we regard 5 as an algebra over the field E, so that the degree of a repre-

sentation of 5 refers to the dimension over E of the corresponding representation

space.
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this is precisely the condition that the kernels of vx and <r2 coincide.

Theorem 4.3. Let S be an integral extension of R. Every prime ideal

in S is an intersection of primitive ideals if and only if R is a Hilbert

ring.

Proof. First we prove that the condition is necessary. Let p be a

prime ideal in R ; we have to prove that p is an intersection of maxi-

mal ideals, and to accomplish this, it is sufficient to show that if a is

an arbitrary element of R not in p, then there is a maximal ideal con-

taining p but not a. By Lemma 3.2 there is a prime ideal 'iß in 5 such

that li)3r^7i = p. Then a^1^, and there exists a primitive ideal tl con-

taining <Tj but not a. By Lemma 3.1, UHJ? is a maximal ideal with the

required properties.

Conversely, let R be a Hilbert ring. We shall prove that if Sß is a

prime ideal in 5 then the Jacobson radical 31 of 5/^ is nilpotent, and

hence the zero ideal since ^ is prime. The fact that 5 is an integral

extension of R implies that 5 satisfies the A.C.C. for both right and

left ideals, and by a result of Levitzki [12], 9Î will be nilpotent if

we can prove that 3Î is a nil ideal. Now the residue class ring 5/$ is

an integral extension of Rx = R/tyr\R, and by [l, Theorem 9], if

0 is an element of 3Î, then the quasi inverse of z is in the ring i?i[z],

and therefore z is in the Jacobson radical of Rx [z]. On the other hand

Rx[z] is a homomorphic image of JîJZ], and is a Hilbert ring by 2.1

and 2.2. Then z is in the intersection of all the prime ideals of i?i[z],

and hence is nilpotent.

As one illustration of these methods we prove two theorems about

polynomial rings.

Theorem 4.4. Let S be an integral extension of R. Every prime ideal

in S is an intersection of primitive ideals if and only if the same condi-

tion is valid for S[X].

Proof. By an argument similar to the proof of the Hilbert basis

theorem, it can be shown that S[X] is an integral extension of 2?[-X"].

Then by Theorem 4.3 and 2.2, the following statements are equiva-

lent: (i) every prime ideal in 5 is an intersection of primitive ideals,

(ii) R is a Hilbert ring, (iii) R[X] is a Hilbert ring, and (iv) every

prime ideal in S[X] is an intersection of primitive ideals. This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 4.5. Let S be an integral extension of R, in which every

prime ideal is an intersection of primitive ideals. Let R contain afield K

such that every irreducible representation of S is finite over K. Then every

irreducible representatiën of S[X] is finite over K.
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Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.4 we have shown that S[X] is an

integral extension of i?[.X"]. The present result will follow from Theo-

rem 4.2 if we can prove that every field homomorphic to R[X] is

finite over K. First we observe that if m is a maximal ideal in R, then

by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 there exists a primitive ideal ffl in 5 such that

WlH>R = m. The field R/m is a ÜT-subspace of the finite-dimensional

algebra S/SDÎ, and consequently R/m. is finite over K. By Theorem

4.3, R is a Hubert ring, and finally by 2.3 we see that if U is maximal

inR[X], then iR[X]/VL:K) is finite.
The last two theorems afford some insight toward the ideal theory

of a particular simple type of ring extension; thus information about

ideals or irreducible representations of a ring S is passed on to rings

of the form S[Xi, • • • , Xn] and their homomorphic images.

5. Application to universal associative algebras of Lie algebras of

characteristic p9á0. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a

field K of prime characteristic. If «i, • • • , w„ is a basis for L over K,

then the universal associative algebra A of L (cf. [3; 7; 14]) has a

basis consisting of the standard monomials w'1 • • • w*", e^O. Al-

though for some purposes it is sufficient to consider the subalgebra of

A consisting of elements with zero constant term, we shall find it

convenient to assume that A has an identity element, and hence

contains K as a subfield. Jacobson has proved in [lo] the following

facts: (i) for each i, là* Un, there exists a nonzero polynomial fi(X)

such that yi=fi(ui) is in the center of A; and (ii) every element of

A can be expressed as a linear combination of terms of the form

y? • • ■ y^MÎ1 ■ • • «>, nii^O, and 0 áX<<á. = deg f(X). Let R
= K[yi, • • • , y„]. Then R is a Noetherian Hubert ring, since R is a

homomorphic image6 of K[XX, ■ ■ ■ , Xn], and by 2.4, it follows that

every field which is a homomorphic image of R is finite over K. By

statement (ii) we see that A is a finite extension of R, and since R is

Noetherian, A is actually an integral extension of R. Theorems 4.2

and 4.3, together with their corollaries, can now be applied to R.

As we pointed out earlier, the finiteness of the degrees of the irre-

ducible representations can also be established by observing that A

satisfies a polynomial identity. We summarize these observations in

the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Every prime ideal in A is an intersection of primitive

ideals. If U is a primitive ideal in A, then A/VL is finite over K. The

degree of every absolutely irreducible representation of A does not exceed

6 We shall prove later in this section that the y% are algebraically independent over

K, so that R is actually isomorphic to K[Xi, • • • , X„].
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N112, where N is the product of the degrees of the polynomials fi(X).

Corollary 1. A has sufficiently many finite-dimensional irreducible

representations, that is, for each zt*0 in A there exists a finite dimen-

sional irreducible representation <x such that 0*7*0.

Proof. It follows from the fact that the units of A are the nonzero

elements of K that A is semi-simple (cf. [9, p. 303]). Therefore the

intersection of the primitive ideals is the zero ideal, and since each

primitive ideal is the kernel of a finite-dimensional irreducible repre-

sentation, the proof is complete.

Corollary 2. Let 33 be an ideal in A. Let z be an element of A which

is sent into zero by every irreducible representation which annihilates 33.

Then zrE%$ for some positive integer r.

Proof. By hypothesis z is contained in the intersection of all the

primitive ideals containing 33. From the first statement of Theorem

5.1 it follows that z is also contained in the ideal which maps onto the

lower radical of .4/33. Since the lower radical is a nil ideal, we have

established the result.

The following application of Corollary 1 was pointed out to me

by N. Jacobson, and was attributed by him to M. Lazard.

Theorem 5.2. If L is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over afield of

prime characteristic, then L has a faithful completely reducible repre-

sentation on a finite-dimensional space.

Proof. We may identify L with the linear part of A. If ux, • • • , un

is a basis of L, then by Corollary 1, for each i, 1 gi :g», there exists a

primitive ideal U< which does not contain m„ and such that -4/U, is

finite over K. Since no w< is in U = f\Ui, L is imbedded isomorphically

in ^4/U.If Ui, ■ • • , U„ r ¿n, are the distinct U<, then these ideals are

relatively prime in pairs; in fact if U<+U„ if*], is properly contained

in A, then U,+Uy, and hence U, and Uy separately, are contained in a

primitive ideal 3B. But A/Wi, for example, is a finite-dimensional

simple algebra, so that the kernel of the natural homomorphism of

A/VLi onto -4/5B, which is 3B/U„ is the zero ideal in -4/11,, and
SB = U¿. Similarly 5B = Uy, but this is impossible if U< and Uy are dis-

tinct. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, A/M is isomorphic to the

direct sum A/VLX(B • • • ®A/UT, which is a finite-dimensional semi-

simple algebra containing L. Since L generates A/\XX® ■ • • (BA/1X,,

the fact that the semi-simple algebra has a faithful finite-dimensional

completely reducible representation implies that L has one also.

The ring R = K[yx, ■ • • , y„] which has played an essential role in
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our discussion could have been replaced by the center Coi A. In fact,

the center C is a finite 2?-module, so that C = WiR+ • • ■ +wtR; then

C = K[yi, • ■ ■ , yn, Wi, • ■ ■ , wt], and C also is a Noetherian Hubert

ring, and a finitely generated ring extension of K. Since C is integrally

dependent on R, the degree of transcendence of the quotient field of

C is not greater than w, the dimension of L over K. We shall indicate

a proof of the fact that the degree of transcendence of C over K is

exactly n. It will be sufficient to prove that the generators yi, • • • , y„

of R are algebraically independent over K. Since each y< =•/<(»»•), the

y, are distinct and linearly independent. Suppose we have a relation

«0 +   H «(O^l1   •   •   •   Vn    =   0, it)   =   (»1,   •   •   •   ,   in)   9±  0,

where the power products of the y i are distinct. If not all of the coeffi-

cients are zero, choose a term a^yf1 • • ■ yn" of maximum degree,

whose coefficient is different from zero. Then we have

(3) — a(t)Vi  • • • y„   = a0 +    ¿_,    «(O^i  " ; * V* •

Now if in (3) we substitute y< =/>(«.) we then obtain on the left side a

monomial with nonzero coefficient of the form

<*l*l d„k„
r)Ui     ■••«„, ij £ K, di = deg /,-.

But no monomial of this form can appear on the right side, because

the only possibilities are the terms of maximum degree H^* in the

Ui, and if we examine a term on the right side, say Çu*1'1 ■ ■ ■ u„"in,

££ír, we see that some exponent d¡i,¡ is different from the correspond-

ing djkj, otherwise (*) = (£), contrary to assumption. But since the

standard monomials are linearly independent, a relation of the form

(3) is impossible, and we are forced to conclude that all the coefficients

of the original relation are zero.

6. An example. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that no universal asso-

ciative algebra of a Lie algebra over a field of prime characteristic

can be a primitive algebra. We give now an example, which was

presented by N. Jacobson in his course at Yale in 1949-50, of a Lie

algebra over a field of characteristic zero whose universal associative

algebra is primitive. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let L

be the solvable Lie algebra over K with basis elements x and y satis-

fying the commutation rules [x, y]= — [y, #] = *. Let A be the uni-

versal associative algebra of L. In order to show that A is primitive

it is sufficient to find a maximal right ideal U in A such that (U:.4) =0

(cf. [9, p. 312]). Since the element x+1 does not have a right inverse,
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the right ideal (x+i)A does not coincide with A, and is contained in

a maximal right ideal U. We prove that (U:^4) =0. Since (U:.4) is a

two-sided ideal, [x, z]=xe—zxE(Vi'.A), zEQX:A). The formulae

x4(y)=<b(y+l)x, [x, <t>iy)] = i4>iy+l)-<t>iy))'x, and [x, x'fa)]
= xri<l>iy+l) —<biy))x, which are valid for arbitrary <t>iy)EK[y] and

all positive integers r, enable us to show, since 4>(y+l)—<b(y) has

lower degree than (b(y), that if (11:^4) is not the zero ideal, then a

nonzero polynomial in x, }p(x)E(VL:A). Then upon using the rule

[xn, y] = nx", we can prove that a power of x, say x", is in (U:.4). It

follows that ¡c2"GU for some positive integer to, but on the other

hand, since x+lEU, (x+l)(x-l)=x2-l, • ■ ■ , x^-lEVL, and

we have 1 EU. Our assumption that (11:^4) 9*0 is thus untenable, and

we conclude that A is primitive.
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